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 Edition No 105                                                          March 2019 
 
 Number  Application Description 
 

 
 1 Cashbook Receipt / Payment Entry 
   The system allows values of up to 8 significant figures for the amount entry 

and up to 7 significant figures for any VAT amount but displayed less after 
entry.  Now displays in full. 

 
 2  VAT Form 100 / VAT Registration No 
   The system picks up the VAT  Registration No from the Company Name and 

Address Details.  Previously users included text labels or  delimiters within 
this value for document printing but XML/MTD requirements mean we 
recommend this is just the number only.  System will now strip out non-
numeric characters from this value when using this reference for the Save 
Submission Folder and the content of the submission. 

 
 
 3 Stock Stock Enquiry—Transaction Display 
  Control System will now expand form width where appropriate rather than 

activating the horizontal scroll bar when the number/size of data items to 
display exceeds 80-column display limits (carried over from V7).  Also 
update for Job Costing, Sales/Purchase Order Processing,  and Bill of 
Materials. 

 
 4  Stock Maintenance—Stock Code Not Displayed on Screen 
   If stock code item not on screen then the system prompts for the stock 

code as separate ‘pop-up’ item.  Repeated updates of stock could result in 
an ‘Out of Form Resources’ error. 

 
 
 5 Order Automatic Document Processing (V7 Only) 
  Processing If process document on auto-run basis was possible to get an Out of Form 

Resources error message if not configured for the auto-run summary 
screen. 

 

This bulletin is available to selected partners on a confidential basis.   The bulletin will advise you of all 
known changes since the last update.  Program Version is G11A.  Note that this bulletin contains details of 
changes since last Technical Bulletin, entries flagged as (V7) also apply to the older V7 program version.   
 
Important Note—these programs will not run without a security file registration number 71xxxx.  Also 
remember that if using the Microsoft Office Add-Ins that all Microsoft Office programs must be closed, as 
well as Datafile, before updating.   
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 6 Order Create New Stock Record within Order Entry 
  Processing Was possible to lose the text label display within order entry after 

returning from creating new stock record. 
 
 7  Chained Documents 
   If system set to chain from Delivery Note to Invoice then system returned 

to menu rather than the Delivery Documents menu after completion of 
the invoice (V7). 

 
 8  <ESC> on Keyboard Prompts 
   If document configured for keyboard prompts then <ESC> here would 

take you back to the order reference input.  If chose a different order 
then possible for some of the account detail from the original order to 
‘bleed’ through on the document print (V7). 

 
 
 9 Batch Update Sales/Purchase Transactions from DFD 
  Updates Changes to allow the system to set whether current or forward 

transaction based on the date of the import record now applied to DFD 
import and not just CSV import. 

 
 
 10 ProFiler Screen Layout—Data Item Display from Lookup Database 
   When adding/updating records the system allows you to display as view-

only items content from linked database.  If the data item for display was 
a date item could get an ERangeError where the link to the lookup item 
not defined on the current record. 

 
 11  Master / Detail Screen 
   When adding detail records where the detail has a prime-index the 

system could display ‘two’ forms incorrectly. 
 
 12  Selection Criteria—Date Items Against Forecast Dates 
   If compare a E-type date against a constant data item which is a Forecast 

Date type H / R or C then system could report records incorrectly. (V7) 
 
 
 13 General Landing Page—No Data to Display 
   If update a record and then, on prompt for another record, repeatedly 

press <ESC> to exit then if refreshing the data on the landing page the 
repeated <ESC> to  exit the screen could abandon the landing page 
refresh.  Now will empty the keyboard buffer as begins the refresh. 

 
 14  Scanning in Automatic Mode (V7 Only) 
   Was possible to get an access violation when scan document on the 

Ledger Enquiry in ‘automatic mode’ 
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 15 General Ledger Enquiry—Date Filters 
   In V7 once you’ve used the mouse to position the cursor within the date 

filter input the system allowed you to either use the mouse or the F4 key 
to select a date from the calendar but in V20 only the mouse could be 
used to show the calendar.  Can now use the F4 key also. 

 
 16  Ledger Enquiry—Second Screen 
   If Datafile set to display on non-primary monitor then when use the F8-

Zoom key to the Ledger Enquiry the system could omit the display of the 
enquiry detail 

 
 17  Ledger Enquiry—Purchase Transactions / Document 
   If scanning purchase invoices then the system allows a DOCUMENT option 

against the transaction to view the scan.  If the supplier account 
contained a invalid character for the folder (/ or \  for example) then this 
didn’t activate. (V7) 

 
 18  Documents to PDF—Terms and Conditions 
   If email parameters set to merge a Terms and Conditions pdf into the 

emailed statement/invoice then would attach as separate document 
ignoring the append setting. (V7) 

 
 19  Documents to PDF—Adobe DC Pro 
   If using Adobe DC Pro the system could report unable to launch Adobe as 

couldn’t determine path to load Adobe from Registry. 
 
 20  Save Email to Datafile 
   If using the DFOFFICEADDIN.DLL then  the system didn’t activate the save 

option for customer/supplier record if the account name not item 2. 
 
 21  Ledger Enquiry / Account Contacts 
   If more than 15 account contacts then, when select to send new email, 

the system didn’t show the NEXT options for the additional contacts. 
 
 22  Controls & Audit Manager / Batch Tracking 
   If number of batch records less than number of stock records, and, batch 

previous pointer in use then didn’t update pointers for all stock records. 
(V7) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


